September 5, 2017

Dear Representatives Bonamici and Stefanik,

The Title IV, A Coalition writes to express our sincerest gratitude for your unyielding commitment and support for the Student Support and Academic Enrichment Grant (SSAE) program within the Every Student Succeeds Act. Our coalition is especially thankful for the bipartisan amendment that you introduced to amend the House omnibus package, which called for full funding for the SSAE program in FY 2018. Our coalition views this amendment as an important opportunity to highlight all of the critically important ways this funding would promote safe and healthy schools, ensure all students have access to a well-rounded education, and allow for the effective use of technology.

At a time where the fate of SSAE is uncertain, we are truly grateful for your leadership on this issue and are appreciative of your ongoing support for this program. We look forward to continuing our efforts to ensure that this program receives full funding and is implemented as Congress authorized and intended in ESSA.

With gratitude,
The Title IV, A Coalition
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